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THE EILENBERG-MOORE CATEGORY AND A BECK-TYPE
THEOREM FOR A MORITA CONTEXT
TOMASZ BRZEZIN´SKI, ADRIAN VAZQUEZ MARQUEZ, AND JOOST VERCRUYSSE
Abstract. The Eilenberg-Moore constructions and a Beck-type theorem for pairs
of monads are described. More specifically, a notion of a Morita context comprising
of two monads, two bialgebra functors and two connecting maps is introduced. It is
shown that in many cases equivalences between categories of algebras are induced
by such Morita contexts. The Eilenberg-Moore category of representations of a
Morita context is constructed. This construction allows one to associate two pairs
of adjoint functors with right adjoint functors having a common domain or a double
adjunction to a Morita context. It is shown that, conversely, every Morita context
arises from a double adjunction. The comparison functor between the domain of
right adjoint functors in a double adjunction and the Eilenberg-Moore category of
the associated Morita context is defined. The sufficient and necessary conditions
for this comparison functor to be an equivalence (or for the moritability of a pair of
functors with a common domain) are derived.
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1. Introduction
In the last two decades, Hopf-Galois theory went through a series of generalisations,
ultimately leading to the theory of Galois comodules over corings, which elucidates its
relation with well-known Beck’s monadicity theorem. This evolution has revived the
interest among Hopf algebraists in the theory of (co)monads. Several aspects of Hopf(-
Galois) theory have been reformulated in the framework of (co)monads so that further
clarification of the underlying categorical mechanisms of the theory has been achieved.
This has led in particular to two different approaches to the definition of a categorical
(functorial) notion of a herd or pre-torsor, appearing almost simultaneously in [4] and
[3]. The motivation for the present paper was to study the connection between these
two approaches in more detail.
The definition of a pre-trosor in [3] takes a pair of adjunctions (with coinciding
codomain category for the left adjoints) as a starting point. The aim of this paper is
to show that there is a close relationship between pairs of adjunctions and functorial
Morita contexts similar to the correspondence between single adjunctions and monads.
In this sense the results presented here can be interpreted as a ‘two-dimensional’
version of the latter correspondence. A key feature of this work is that it links aspects
of the theory that are of more algebraic nature (Morita contexts) with aspects that
are of more categorical nature (Beck’s theorem). More precisely, we prove a version
of Beck’s theorem on precise monadicity in this ‘two-dimensional’ setting and provide
a categorical (monadic) version of classical Morita theory.
These are the main results and the organisation of the paper. In Section 2 we recall
from [3] the definition of the category of double adjunctions on categories X and Y ,
Adj(X ,Y), and introduce the category Mor(X ,Y) of (functorial) Morita contexts.
In Section 3 we describe functors connecting categories of double adjunctions and
Morita contexts. More precisely we compare categories Adj(X ,Y) and Mor(X ,Y).
First we define a functor Υ : Adj(X ,Y) → Mor(X ,Y). To construct a functor in the
converse direction, to each Morita context T we associate its Eilenberg-Moore category
(X ,Y)T. This is very reminiscent of the classical Eilenberg-Moore construction of
algebras of a monad (recalled in Section 2.1), and, in a way, is based on doubling of
the latter. Objects in (X ,Y)T are two algebras, one for each monad in T, together with
two connecting morphisms. Once (X ,Y)T is defined, two adjunctions, one between
(X ,Y)T and X the other between (X ,Y)T and Y , are constructed. This construction
yields a functor Γ : Mor(X ,Y)→ Adj(X ,Y). Next it is shown that the functors (Γ,Υ)
form an adjoint pair, and that Γ is a full and faithful functor. The counit of this
adjunction is given by a comparison functor K which compares the common category
Z in a double adjunction Z with the Eilenberg-Moore category of the associated
Morita context T = Υ(Z). A necessary and sufficent condition for the comparison
functor to be an equivalence are derived. This is closely related to the existence of
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colimits of diagrams of certain type in Z and is a Morita–double adjunction version
of the classical Beck theorem (on precise monadicity).
In Section 4 we analyse which objects of Mor(X ,Y) describe equivalences between
categories of algebras of monads. It is also proven that large classes of equivalences
between categories of algebras are induced by Morita contexts.
In Section 5 examples and special cases of the theory developed in preceding sections
are given. In particular, it is shown how the main results of Section 3 can be applied
to a single adjunction leading to a new point of view on some aspects of descent
theory. The Eilenberg-Moore category associated to the module-theoretic Morita
context is identified as the category of modules of the associated matrix Morita ring.
This procedure can be imiated in the general case if we assume the existence and
preservation of binary coproducts in all categories and by all functors involved. We
also show that the theory developed in Sections 2–4 is applicable to pre-torsors and
herd functors, thus bringing forth means for comparing pre-torsors with balanced
herds. The paper is completed with comments on dual versions of constructions
presented and with an outlook.
Throughout the paper, the composition of functors is denoted by juxtaposition,
the symbol ◦ is reserved for composition of natural transformations and morphisms.
The action of a functor on an object or morphism is usually denoted by juxtaposition
of corresponding symbols (no brackets are typically used). Similarly the morphism
corresponding to a natural transformation, say α, evaluated at an object, say X , is
denoted by a juxtaposition, i.e. by αX . For an object X in a category, we will use
the symbol X as well to denote the identity morphism on X . Typically, but not
exclusively, objects and functors are denoted by capital Latin letters, morphisms by
small Latin letters and natural transformations by Greek letters.
2. Double adjunctions and Morita contexts
The aim of this section is to recall the standard correspondence between adjoint
functors and (co)monads and to introduce the main categories studied in the paper.
2.1. Adjunctions and (co)monads. It is well-known from [6] that there is a close
relationship between pairs of adjoint functors (L : X → Y , R : Y → X ), monads
A on X and comonads C on Y . Starting from an adjunction (L,R) with unit η :
X → RL and counit ε : LR → Y , the corresponding monad and comonad are
A = (RL,RεL, η) and C = (LR,LηR, ε). Starting from a monad A = (A,m, u)
(where m is the multiplication and u is the unit), one first defines the Eilenberg-Moore
category XA of A-algebras, whose objects are pairs (X, ρX), where X is an object
in X and ρX : AX → X is a morphism in X such that ρX ◦ AρX = ρX ◦ mX and
ρX ◦ uX = X . There is a pair of adjoint functors (FA : X → X
A, UA : X
A → X ),
where UA is a forgetful functor and FA is the induction or free algebra functor, for
all objects X ∈ X defined by FAX = (AX,mX). Similarly, one defines the category
YC of coalgebras over C, and obtains an adjoint pair (U
C : YC → Y , F
C : Y → YC),
where FC is the induction or free coalgebra functor and UC is the forgetful functor.
The original and constructed adjunctions are related by the comparision K : Y → XA
(or K ′ : X → YC in the comonad case). For any Y ∈ Y , the comparision functor
is given by KY = (RY,RεY ). The functor R is said to be monadic if K is an
equivalence of categories. Similarly L is said to be comonadic if K ′ is an equivalence
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of categories. Beck’s Theorem [2] provides one with necessary and sufficient conditions
for the functors R and L to be monadic or comonadic respectively. For more detailed
and comprehensive study of matters described in this section we refer to [1].
2.2. The category of double adjunctions. In this paper, rather than looking
at one adjunction, we consider two adjunctions with right adjoints operating on a
common category. More precisely, let X and Y be two categories. Following [3],
the category Adj(X ,Y) is defined as follows. An object in Adj(X ,Y) is a pentuple
(or a triple) Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), where Z is a category and (LA : X →
Z, RA : Z → X ) and (LB : Y → Z, RB : Z → Y) are adjunctions whose units
and counits are denoted respectively by ηA, ηB and εA, εB. A morphism F : Z =
(Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) → Z
′ = (Z ′, (L′A, R
′
A), (L
′
B, R
′
B)) is a functor F : Z
′ → Z
such that RAF = R
′
A and RBF = R
′
B. In other words, Adj(X ,Y) is a full subcategory
of the category of spans Span(X ,Y) which consists of all spans X ← Z → Y such
that the functors Z → X and Z → Y have left adjoints.
To a morphism F in Adj(X ,Y), one associates two natural transformations
(1) a := (εAFL′A)◦(LAη
′A) : LA → FL
′
A , b := (ε
BFL′B)◦(LBη
′B) : LB → FL
′
B ,
which satisfy the following compatibility conditions
(RAa) ◦ η
A = η′A, (RBb) ◦ η
B = η′B,(2)
(Fε′A) ◦ (aR′A) = ε
AF, (Fε′B) ◦ (bR′B) = ε
BF.(3)
2.3. The category of Morita contexts. Consider two categories X and Y . Let
A = (A,mA, uA) be a monad on X , B = (B,mB, uB) be a monad on Y . An A-B
bialgebra functor T = (T, λ, ρ), is a functor T : Y → X equipped with two natural
transformations ρ : TB → T and λ : AT → T such that
TBB
TmB //
ρB

TB
ρ

TB
ρ // T ,
TB
ρ // T
T ,
=
OO
TuB
bbDDDDDDDD
(4)
AAT
mAT //
Aλ

AT
λ

AT
λ // T ,
AT
λ // T
T ,
=
OO
uAT
aaDDDDDDDD
ATB
λB //
Aρ

TB
ρ

AT
λ // T .
(5)
A bialgebra morphism φ : T → T′ between two A-B bialgebra functors is a natural
transformation that satisfies the following conditions
TB
ρ //
φB

T
φ

T ′B
ρ′
// T ′ ,
AT
λ //
Aφ

T
φ

AT ′
λ′
// T ′ .
An A-B bialgebra functor T induces a functor Y → XA, which is denoted again by
T and is defined by TY = (TY, λY ), for all Y ∈ Y .
A Morita context on X and Y is a sextuple T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv), that consists
of a monad A = (A,mA, uA) on X , a monad B = (B,mB, uB) on Y , an A-B bialgebra
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functor T, a B-A bialgebra functor T̂ and natural transformations ev : T T̂ → A and
êv : T̂ T → B. These are required to satisfy the following conditions: ev is an A-A
bialgebra morphism, êv is a B-B bialgebra morphism, and the following diagrams
commute
T T̂T
T bev //
evT

TB
ρ

AT
λ // T ,
T̂ T T̂
bev bT //
bT ev

BT̂
λˆ

T̂A
ρˆ // T̂ ,
(6)
T̂AT
bTλ //
ρˆT

T̂ T
bev

T̂ T
bev
// B ,
TBT̂
ρ bT //
T λˆ

T T̂
ev

T T̂ ev
// A .
(7)
Diagrams (7) mean that ev is B-balanced and êv is A-balanced. A pair of bialgebras
T, T̂ that satisfy all the conditions in this section except for diagrams (7) is termed
a pair of formally dual bialgebras or a pre-Morita context. Thus a Morita context is a
balanced pair of formally dual bialgebras.
Remark 2.3.1. Let kA and kB be unital associative rings. Set X to be the category
of left kA-modules and Y the category of left kB-modules. For a kA-ring A (i.e.
a ring map kA → A) with multiplication µA and unit ιA and a kB-ring B with
multiplication µB and unit ιB consider monads A = (A ⊗kA −, µA ⊗kA −, ιA ⊗kA −)
and B = (B ⊗kB −, µB ⊗kB −, ιB ⊗kB −). Then the definition of a Morita context
with monads A and B coincides with the classical definition of a (ring-theoretic)
Morita context between rings A and B; see Section 2.3 for a more detailed study
of this example. Note however that the definition of a categorical Morita context
introduced in this paper differs from the notion of a wide Morita context [5], which
also gives a categorical albeit different interpretation of classical Morita contexts. The
connection between categorical Morita contexts and wide Morita contexts is discussed
in Section 4.
A morphism φ : T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) → T′ = (A′,B′,T′, T̂′, ev′, êv′) between
Morita contexts on X and Y is a quadruple (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) defined as follows. First,
φ1 : A→ A′ and φ2 : B→ B′ are monad morphisms, i.e. φ1 : A→ A′ and φ2 : B → B′
are natural transformation such that
AA
mA //
φ1φ1

A
φ1

A′A′
mA
′
// A′ ,
1 X
uA
′
''NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
N
uA // A
φ1

A′ ,
(8)
BB
mB //
φ2φ2

B
φ2

B′B′
mB
′
// B′ ,
1 Y
uB
′
''NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
N
uB // B
φ2

B′ ,
(9)
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where the shorthand notation φ1φ1 := A′φ1 ◦φ1A = φ1A′ ◦Aφ1 etc. for the Godement
product of natural transformations is used. These make T′ an A-B bialgebra functor
and T̂′ a B-A bialgebra functor with structures given by
T ′B
T ′φ2 // T ′B′
ρ′ // T ′ , AT ′
φ1T ′ // A′T ′
λ′ // T ′ ,
T̂ ′A
bT ′φ1 //
T̂ ′A′
ρˆ′ // T̂ ′ , BT̂ ′
φ2 bT ′ //
B′T̂ ′
λˆ′ //
T̂ ′ .
Second, φ3 : T→ T′ is a morphism of A-B bialgebras and φ4 : T̂→ T̂′ is a morphism
of B-A bialgebras. These morphisms are required to satify the following compatibility
conditions
(10) T T̂
ev //
φ3φ4

A
φ1

T ′T̂ ′ ev′
// A′ ,
T̂ T
bev //
φ4φ3

B
φ2

T̂ ′T ′
bev′
// B′ .
This completes the definition of the category Mor(X ,Y) of Morita contexts on X
and Y .
3. A Beck-type theorem for a Morita context
The aim of this section is to analyse the relationship between double adjunctions
described in Section 2.2 and Morita contexts defined in Section 2.3. The same notation
and conventions as in Section 2 are used.
3.1. From double adjunctions to Morita contexts. Fix categories X and Y .
The aim of this section is to construct a functor Υ from the category of double
adjunctions Adj(X ,Y) to the category of Morita contexts Mor(X ,Y). Take any object
Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) in Adj(X ,Y) and define an object
Υ(Z) = T := (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv)
in Mor(X ,Y) as follows.
The adjunction (LA, RA) defines a monad A := (A := RALA,m
A := RAε
ALA, η
A)
on X and the adjunction (LB, RB) defines a monad B := (B := RBLB,m
B :=
RAε
BLB, η
B) on Y ; see Section 2.1. Set T := RALB : Y → X and view it as
an A-B bialgebra functor by RAε
ALB : AT = RALARALB → RALB = T and
RAε
BLB : TB = RALBRBLB → RALB = T , i.e. T = (RALB, RAε
ALB, RAε
BLB).
To check that T is a bialgebra functor one can proceed as follows: the associativity
conditions (of left A-action, right B-action and mixed associativity) are a straightfor-
ward consequence of naturality of the counits. The unitality of left and right actions
follows by the triangular identities for units and counits of adjunctions (LA, RA) and
(LB, RB). The B-A bialgebra functor T̂ := (RBLA, RBε
BLA, RBε
ALA) is defined
similarly. Finally define natural transformations
ev : T T̂ = RALBRBLA
RAε
BLA // RALA = A ,
êv : T̂ T = RBLARALB
RBε
ALB // RBLB = B .
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All compatibility diagrams (6)-(7) follow (trivially) by the naturality of the counits
εA and εB.
For any morphism F : Z→ Z′ in Adj(X ,Y), the corresponding morphism of Morita
contexts,
Υ(F ) = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) : Υ(Z)→ Υ(Z′),
is defined as follows. The monad morphisms are:
φ1 : RALA
RAa // RAFL
′
A = R
′
AL
′
A ,
φ2 : RBLB
RBb // RBFL
′
B = R
′
BL
′
B ,
where a and b are defined by equations (1) in Section 2.2. Equations (2) express
exactly that φ1 and φ2 satisfy the second diagrams in (8) and (9), respectively. That
φ1 and φ2 satisfy the first diagrams in (8) and (9) follows by (3) and by the naturality.
The morphisms of bialgebras are:
φ3 : T = RALB
RAb // RAFL
′
B = R
′
AL
′
B = T
′ ,
φ4 : T̂ = RBLA
RBa // RBFL
′
A = R
′
BL
′
A = T̂
′ .
That φ3 and φ4 are bialgebra morphisms satisfying compatibility conditions (10) fol-
lows by equations (3) and by the naturality (the argument is very similar to the one
used for checking that φ1 and φ2 preserve multiplications).
3.2. The Eilenberg-Moore category of a Morita context. Before we can make
a converse construction for the functor Υ introduced in Section 3.1, we need to define
a category of representations for a Morita context. This construction is similar to
that of the Eilenberg-Moore category of algebras for a monad; see Section 2.1.
Let T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) be an object in Mor(X ,Y). The Eilenberg-Moore cate-
gory associated to T, (X ,Y)T, is defined as follows. Objects in (X ,Y)T are sextuples
(or quadruples) X = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w), where (X, ρX) ∈ XA is an algebra for the
monad A, (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB is an algebra for the monad B, v : TY → X is a morphism
in XA and w : T̂X → Y is a morphism in YB (i.e.
(11) ATY
Av //
λY

AX
ρX

TY v
// X ,
BT̂X
Bw //
λˆX

BY
ρY

T̂X w
// Y ),
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satisfying the following compatibility conditions
T T̂X
Tw //
evX

TY
v

AX
ρX
// X ,
T̂TY
bTv //
bevY

T̂X
w

BY
ρY
// Y ,
(12)
T̂AX
bTρX //
ρˆX

T̂X
w

T̂X w
// Y ,
TBY
TρY //
ρY

TY
v

TY v
// X .
(13)
All these diagrams can be understood as generalised mixed associativity conditions.
A morphism X→ X′ in (X ,Y)T is a couple (f, g), where f : X → X ′ is a morphism
in XA and g : Y → Y ′ is a morphism in YB (i.e.
(14) AX
Af //
ρX

AX ′
ρX
′

X
f
// X ′ ,
BY
Bg //
ρY

BY ′
ρY
′

Y g
// Y ′ ),
such that
(15) T̂X
bTf //
w

T̂X ′
w′

Y g
// Y ′ ,
TY
Tg //
v

TY ′
v′

X
f
// X ′ .
This completes the construction of the Eilenberg-Moore category of a Morita context.
3.3. From Morita contexts to double adjunctions. In this section a functor Γ
from the category of Morita contexts on X and Y , Mor(X ,Y), to the category of
double adjunctions Adj(X ,Y) is constructed.
For a Morita context T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) ∈ Mor(X ,Y), the double adjunction
Γ(T) = Z = ((X ,Y)T, (GA, UA), (GB, UB)),
is defined as follows. (X ,Y)T is the Eilenberg-Moore category for the Morita context
T as defined in Section 3.2. The functors UA : (X ,Y)
T → X and UB : (X ,Y)
T →
Y are the forgetful functors (i.e. UAX = X and UBX = Y for all objects X =
((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) in (X ,Y)T). The definition of the functors GA and GB is
slightly more involved. For any X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y , define
GAX = ((AX,m
AX), (T̂X, λˆX), evX, ρˆX),
GBY = ((TY, λY ), (BY,m
BY ), ρY, êvY ).
(AX,mAX) is simply the free A-algebra on X (see Section 2.1), hence it is an object
of XA. From the discussion in Section 2.3 we know that (T̂X, λˆX) ∈ YB, with a B-
algebra structure induced by theB-A bialgebra functor T̂ . To complete the check that
GAX is an object of (X ,Y)
T it remains to verify whether the maps evX : T T̂X → AX
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and ρX : T̂AX → T̂X satisfy all needed compatibility conditions. The left hand side
of (11) expresses that ev is left A-linear, the left hand side of (12) that ev is right
A-linear. The right hand side of (11) follows by the mixed associativity of the B-A
bialgebra T̂ (see the last diagram of (5)). The right hand side of (12) is the second
Morita identity of the maps ev and êv; see the right hand side of (6). The left hand
side of (13) follows again from the properties of T̂ as a B-A bialgebra, in particular by
the associativity of its right A-action; compare with the first diagram in (4). Finally,
the right hand side of (13) is an application of the fact that ev is B-balanced, which
is expressed in the right hand side of (7). We conclude that GA (and, by symmetric
arguments, also GB) is well-defined on objects. For a morphism f : X → X
′ in X ,
define GAf = (Af, T̂ f) and similarly GBg = (Tg,Bg) for any morphism g in Y .
Verification that GAf and GBg are well defined is very simple and left to the reader.
Lemma 3.3.1. ((X ,Y)T, (GA, UA), (GB, UB)) is a double adjunction.
Proof. We construct units νA, νB and counits ζA, ζB of adjunctions. For any
objects X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y , νA, νB are defined as morphisms in X and Y respectively,
νAX = ηAX : X → AX, νBY = ηBY : Y → BY.
For any X ∈ (X ,Y)T, the counits ζA, ζB are given by the following morphisms in
(X ,Y)T,
ζAX = (f
AX, gAX) : GAUAX → X,
((AX,mAX), (T̂X, λˆX), evX, ρˆX) → ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w),
fAX = ρX : AX → X, gAX = w : T̂X → Y,
ζBX = (fBX, gBX) : GBUBX → X,
((TY, λY ), (BY,mBY ), ρY, êvY ) → ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w),
fBX = v : TY → X, gBX = ρY : BY → Y.
To check that ζAX is a morphism in (X ,Y)T, one has to verify that diagrams (14)
and (15) commute. The left hand side of (14) holds, since fAX = ρX is canonically
a morphism in XA, the right hand side holds since gAX = w is a morphism in YB
by definition. The left hand side of (15) is exactly the left hand side of (13), and the
right hand side of (15) is precisely the left hand side of (12). Similarly one checks
that ζBX is a morphism in (X ,Y)T.
Now take any object X ∈ X . The first triangular identity translates to the following
diagram
GAX
(AηAX, bTηAX)
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
GAUAGAX,
(mAX,ρˆX)uullll
lll
lll
lll
ll
GAX
which commutes by the unit properties of the monad A and the bialgebra functor T̂
(i.e. mA ◦ AηA = A and ρˆ ◦ T̂ ηA = T̂ ). For the second triangular identity, take any
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X ∈ (X ,Y)T and consider the diagram
UAX = X
ηAX
**UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UU
UAGAUAX = AX,
ρXttiiii
iii
iii
iii
iii
i
UAX = X
which commutes by the unit property of the A-algebra (X, ρX). In the same way one
verifies that (GB, UB) is an adjoint pair. ⊔⊓
Let φ = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) : T → T′ be a morphism of Morita contexts. We need to
construct a morphism Γ(φ) : Γ(T) → Γ(T′) in Adj(X ,Y), i.e. a functor F = Γ(φ) :
(X ,Y)T
′
→ (X ,Y)T such that UAF = U
′
A and UBF = U
′
B. It is well-known that
a morphism of monads φ1 : A → A′ induces a functor Φ1 : X
A′ → XA, given
by Φ1(X, ρ
X) = (X, ρX ◦ φ1X), for all objects (X, ρX) ∈ XA
′
, and Φ1f = f for all
morphisms f in XA
′
(the naturality of φ1 implies that f is indeed a morphism in XA).
Similarly, a morphism of monads φ2 : B→ B′ induces a functor Φ2 : Y
B′ → YB. Take
any X = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) ∈ (X ,Y)T
′
and define
FX = ((X, ρX ◦ φ1X), (Y, ρY ◦ φ2Y ), v ◦ φ3Y, w ◦ φ4X).
To check diagrams (11), (12), (13), one has to rely on the naturality of φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4,
and their properties as morphisms of monads and bialgebras.
For a morphism (f, g) : X → X′ in (X ,Y)T
′
, define F (f, g) = (f, g). Then, by
construction (or by naturality of φ1 and φ2), f is a morphism in XA and g is a
morphism in YB. Diagram (15) for F(f, g) to be a morphism in (X ,Y)T follows by
the naturality of φ3 and φ4, combined with the corresponding diagram for (f, g) as a
morphism in (X ,Y)T
′
.
Finally, the construction of F immediately implies that, for any X ∈ (X ,Y)T
′
,
UAFX = U
′
AX = X and UBFX = U
′
BX = Y . This completes the construction of a
functor Γ : Mor(X ,Y)→ Adj(X ,Y).
3.4. Every Morita context arises from a double adjunction. Here we prove
that starting with a Morita context and performing subsequent constructions of a
double adjunction and a Morita context gives back the original Morita context, i.e.
we prove the following
Lemma 3.4.1. The composite functor ΥΓ is the identity functor on Mor(X ,Y).
Proof. The computation that, for any Morita context T ∈ Mor(X ,Y), ΥΓT = T
is easy and left to the reader. Consider two Morita contexts T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv),
T
′ = (A′,B′,T′, T̂′, ev′, êv′) and a morphism φ = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) : T→ T′. Write
(φ1Γ(φ), φ
2
Γ(φ), φ
3
Γ(φ), φ
3
Γ(φ)) := ΥΓφ.
In view of the definition of functor Υ in Section 3.1, to compute the φiΓ(φ) one first
needs to compute natural transformations a, b (see equations (1) in Section 2.2)
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corresponding to double adjunctions ΓT = ((X ,Y)T, (GA, UA), (GB, UB)) and ΓT
′ =
((X ,Y)T
′
, (G′A, U
′
A), (G
′
B, U
′
B)); see Section 3.3. These are given by
a = ζAΓ(φ)G′A ◦GAν
′A, b = ζBΓ(φ)G′B ◦GBν
′B
where ζA is the counit of adjunction (GA, UA), ζ
B is the counit of adjunction (GB, UB),
ν ′A is the unit of adjunction (G′A, U
′
A) and ν
′B is the unit of adjunction (G′B, U
′
B).
Since, for all X = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) ∈ (X ,Y)T
′
,
Γ(φ)(X) = ((X, ρX ◦ φ1X), (Y, ρY ◦ φ2Y ), v ◦ φ3Y, w ◦ φ4X),
we obtain
ζAΓ(φ)G′A = (m
A′ ◦ φ1A′, ρˆ′ ◦ φ4A′), GAν
′A = (AuA
′
, T̂uA
′
).
Thus
φ1Γ(φ) = UAa = m
A′ ◦ φ1A′ ◦ AuA
′
= mA
′
◦ A′uA
′
◦ φ1 = φ1,
where the second equality follows by the naturality of φ1, while the third one is a
consequence of the unitality of a monad. Similarly,
φ4Γ(φ) = UBa = ρˆ
′ ◦ φ4A′ ◦ T̂uA
′
= ρˆ′ ◦ T̂ ′uA
′
◦ φ4 = φ4.
The identities φ2Γ(φ) = φ
2 and φ3Γ(φ) = φ
3 are obtained by symmetric calculations. ⊔⊓
The just computed identification thus defines a natural transformation (the identity
transformation)
λ : 1Mor(X ,Y) → ΥΓ.
3.5. The comparison functor. Consider a double adjunction on categories X and
Y , i.e. an object Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) in Adj(X ,Y). Let ΥZ = T be the
associated Morita context on X and Y , and consider (X ,Y)T, the Eilenberg-Moore
category of representations of T. In this section we construct a comparison functor
K : Z → (X ,Y)T.
For any object Z ∈ Z, define
K(Z) = ((RAZ,RAε
AZ), (RBZ,RBε
BZ), RAε
BZ,RBε
AZ).
The first two components inK(Z), that is, (RAZ,RAε
AZ) ∈ XA and (RBZ,RBε
BZ) ∈
YB are an application of the comparison functors KA : Z → X
A and KB : Z → Y
B,
corresponding to the adjunctions (LA, RA) and (LB, RB) respectively (see Section 2.1).
Obviously,
RAε
BZ : RALBRBZ → RAZ and RBε
AZ : RBLALBZ → RBZ
are well-defined. They satisfy conditions (11), (12) and (13) by the naturality of
counits.
For a morphism f : Z → Z ′ in Z, define
K(f) = (RAf, RBf).
In view of the definition of the comparison functors KA and KB, it is clear that
RAf = KAf and RBf = KBf , so RAf and RBf are morphisms in X
A and YB
respectively. Diagrams (15) follow by the naturality of εA and εB, respectively.
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Definition 3.5.1. Let Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) be an object in Adj(X ,Y). The
pair (RA, RB) is said to be moritable if and only if the comparison functor K is an
equivalence of categories.
Proposition 3.5.2. (Γ,Υ) is an adjoint pair and Γ is a full and faithful functor.
Proof. Note that the definition of the comparison functor K immediately implies
that K is a morphism in Adj(X ,Y). Furthermore, K can be defined for any Z ∈
Adj(X ,Y). We claim that the assignment Z 7→ (K : Z → (X ,Y)T) induces a natural
transformation
κ : ΓΥ→ 1 Adj(X ,Y).
Take double adjunctions Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), Z
′ = (Z ′, (L′A, R
′
A), (L
′
B, R
′
B))
and a functor F : Z → Z ′ such that RAF = R
′
A and RBF = R
′
B (in other words, take
a morphism in Adj(X ,Y)). Let K : Z → (X ,Y)ΥZ and K ′ : Z ′ → (X ,Y)ΥZ
′
be the
associated comparison functors. The naturality of κ is equivalent to the commutativity
of the following diagram
Z ′
F //
K ′

Z
K

(X ,Y)ΥZ
′ ΓΥ(F ) // (X ,Y)ΥZ.
For any object Z of Z ′,
KFZ = ((RAFZ,RAε
AFZ), (RBZ,RBε
BFZ), RAε
BFZ,RBε
AFZ),
and
(ΓΥ(F )K ′)(Z) = ((R′AZ,R
′
Aε
′AZ ◦RAaR
′
AZ), (R
′
BZ,R
′
Bε
′BZ ◦RBbR
′
BZ),
R′Aε
′BZ ◦RAbR
′
BZ,R
′
Bε
′AZ ◦RBaR
′
AZ),
where a and b are natural transformations (1) associated to a morphism of double
adjunctions F . The equalities RAF = R
′
A and RBF = R
′
B together with equations
(3) yield the required equality KF = ΓΥ(F )K ′.
Let λ : 1Mor(X ,Y) → ΥΓ be the natural (identity) transformation described in Sec-
tion 3.4. That the composite κΓ ◦ Γλ is the identity natural transformation Γ → Γ
is immediate. To compute the other composite Υκ ◦ λΥ : Υ → Υ, take a double
adjunction Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), so that
ΥZ = (RALA, RBLB, RALB, RBLA, RAε
BLA, RBε
ALB).
Then κZ = K : Z → (X ,Y)ΥZ is the comparison functor, and hence
ΥκZ = Υ(K) = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4),
where
φ1 = UAζ
AKLA ◦ UAGAη
A, φ2 = UBζ
BKLB ◦ UBGBη
B,
φ3 = UAζ
BKLB ◦ UAGBη
B, φ4 = UBζ
AKLA ◦ UBGAη
A.
Here (GA, UA), (GB, UB) are adjoint pairs given by
((X ,Y)ΥZ, (GA, UA), (GB, UB)) := Γ(RALA, RBLB, RALB, RBLA, RAε
BLA, RBε
ALB),
so
GAη
A = (RALAη
A, RBLAη
A), GBη
B = (RBLBη
B, RALBη
B).
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Furthermore, using the definition of the comparison functor (applied to LAX and
LBY , for any objects X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y), we obtain
ζAKLA = (RAε
ALA, RBε
BLA), ζ
BKLB = (RBε
BLB, RAε
ALB).
Therefore,
φ1 = RAε
ALA ◦RALAη
A = RALA, φ
4 = RBε
ALA ◦RBLAη
A = RBLA,
since ηA is the unit and εA is the counit of the adjunction (LA, RA). Similarly, φ
2 =
RBLB and φ
3 = RALB. Thus Υκ is the identity natural transformation, and since
also λΥ is the identity, so is their composite Υκ ◦ λΥ. This proves that λ is a unit
and κ is a counit of the adjunction (Γ,Υ). Since the unit λ is a natural isomorphism,
Γ is a full and faithful functor. ⊔⊓
Corollary 3.5.3. (Γ,Υ) is a pair of inverse equivalences if and only if, for all double
adjunctions Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) ∈ Adj(X ,Y), (RA, RB) is a moritable pair.
Proof. The moritability of each of (RA, RB) is paramount to the comparison functor
K being an equivalence, for all Z ∈ Adj(X ,Y), i.e. to the natural transformation κ in
the proof of Proposition 3.5.2 being an isomorphism. Since the latter is the counit of
adjunction (Γ,Υ), the corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5.2. ⊔⊓
3.6. Moritability. The aim of this section is to determine, when a pair of functors
is moritable in the sense of Definition 3.5.1. We begin with the following simple
Lemma 3.6.1. Let T be an object in Mor(X ,Y) and let (f, g) be a morphism in
(X ,Y)T. Then (f, g) is an isomorphism in (X ,Y)T if and only if f is an isomorphism
in X and g is an isomorphism in Y.
Proof. If (f, g) is an isomorphism in (X ,Y)T, then clearly f and g are isomorphisms
(as all functors, in particular forgetful functors, preserve isomorphisms). Conversely,
let f−1 be the inverse (in X ) of f and g−1 be the inverse of g (in Y). By applying f−1,
g−1 to both sides of equalities described by diagrams (14) and (15) one immediately
obtains that (f−1, g−1) is a morphism in (X ,Y)T. ⊔⊓
From now on we fix a double adjunction Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) on X and Y
(with counits εA, εB and units ηA, ηB), and set
T := Υ(Z) = (RALA, RBLB, RALB, RBLA, RAε
BLA, RBε
ALB)
to be the corresponding Morita context. K : Z → (X ,Y)T is the comparison functor.
The aim of this section is to determine, when K is an equivalence of categories.
Proposition 3.6.2. Suppose that (RA, RB) is a moritable pair and let f be a mor-
phism in Z. If both RAf and RBf are isomorphisms, then so is f .
Proof. Note that RA = UAK and RB = UBK, where UA : (X ,Y)
T → X , UB :
(X ,Y)T → Y are forgetful functors. If RAf and RBf are isomorphisms, then, by
Lemma 3.6.1 also Kf is an isomorphism. Since an equivalence of categories reflects
isomorphisms, also f is an isomorphism. ⊔⊓
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Definition 3.6.3. The pair (RA, RB) is said to reflect isomorphisms if the fact that
both RAf and RBf are isomorphisms for a morphism f ∈ Z implies that f is an
isomorphism. That is, the pair (RA, RB) reflects isomorphisms if and only if the
induced functor into the product category 〈RA, RB〉 : Z → X ×Y , Z 7→ (RAZ,RBZ),
reflects isomorphisms.
Note that if RA or RB reflects isomorphisms, then the pair (RA, RB) reflects isomor-
phisms, but not the other way round. By Proposition 3.6.2, a moritable pair (RA, RB)
reflects isomorphisms.
To analyse the comparison functor K further we assume the existence of particular
colimits in Z. For any object X = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) ∈ (X ,Y)T consider the
following diagram
(16) LARALAX
LAρ
X

εALAX

LBRBLAX
εBLAX
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
LBw
))TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TT
LARALBY
εALBY
%%KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
LAv
uujjjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
jjj
j
LBRBLBY
εBLBY

LBρ
Y

LAX LBY.
From this point until Theorem 3.6.7 assume that Z has colimits of all such diagrams,
and let
(DX, dAX : LAX → DX, d
BX : LBY → DX),
be the colimit of (16). Any morphism (f, g) : X → X′ in (X ,Y)T determines a
morphism of diagrams (16) (i.e. it induces a natural transformation between functors
from a six-object category to Z that define diagrams (16)) by applying suitable com-
binations of the L and R to f and g. Therefore, by the universality of colimits, there
is a unique morphism D(f, g) : DX→ DX′ in Z which satisfies the following identies
(17) dAX′ ◦ LAf = D(f, g) ◦ d
AX, dBX′ ◦ LBf = D(f, g) ◦ d
BX.
This construction yields a functor
D : (X ,Y)T → Z, X 7→ DX, (f, g) 7→ D(f, g).
Proposition 3.6.4. The functor D is the left adjoint of the comparison functor K.
Proof. For any object Z in Z there is a cocone
LARALARAZ
LARAε
AZ

εALARAZ

LBRBLARAZ
εBLARAZ
xxppp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
LBRBε
AZ
++WWWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WW
LARALBRBZ
εALBRBZ
&&NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
N
LARAε
BZ
ssggggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
g
LBRBLBRBZ
εBLBRBZ

LBRBε
BZ

LARAZ
εAZ
,,YYYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YYYY
YY LBRBZ
εBZ
rreeeeee
eeee
eeee
eeee
eeee
eeee
eeee
eeee
e
Z.
This is a cocone under the diagram of type (16) corresponding to the object KZ. By
the universal property of colimits there is a unique morphism εZ : DKZ → Z, such
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that
(18) εZ ◦ dAKZ = εAZ, εZ ◦ dBKZ = εBZ.
This construction defines a natural transformation ε from the functor DK to the
identity functor on Z.
For all objects X in (X ,Y)T, define ηAX : X → RADX and η
BX : Y → RBDX as
composites
ηAX = RAd
AX ◦ ηAX, ηBX = RBd
BX ◦ ηBY.
Using the naturality of εA, εB, ηA and ηB, the triangular identities for units and
counits of adjunctions, and the definition of (DX, dAX, dBX) as a cocone under the
diagram (16), one can verify that the pair ηX := (ηAX, ηBX) is a morphism in
(X ,Y)T. The assignment X 7→ ηX defines a natural transformation η from the
identity functor on (X ,Y)T to KD. We now prove the triangular identities for ε and
η.
Take any object Z in Z and compute
RAεZ ◦ η
AKZ = RAεZ ◦RAd
AKZ ◦ ηARAZ = RAε
AZ ◦ ηARAZ = RAZ,
where the second equality follows by (18) and the third by the triangular identities
for εA and ηA. Similarly, RBεZ ◦ η
BKZ = RBZ. This proves that the composite
Kε ◦ ηK is the identity natural transformation on K.
Next take any object X in (X ,Y)T. Since DηX = D(ηAX, ηBX), DηX satisfies
equalities (17). In particular
DηX ◦ dAX = dAKDX ◦ LARAd
AX ◦ LAη
AX.
Therefore,
εDX ◦DηX ◦ dAX = εDX ◦ dAKDX ◦ LARAd
AX ◦ LAη
AX
= εADX ◦ LARAd
AX ◦ LAη
AX
= dAX ◦ εALAX ◦ LAη
AX = dAX,
where the second equality follows by (18), the third one by the naturality of εA, and
the final one is one of the triangular identities for εA and ηA. Similarly,
εDX ◦DηX ◦ dBX = dBX.
The universality of colimits now yields εDX ◦DηX = DX, i.e. the second triangular
identity for ε and η. ⊔⊓
Definition 3.6.5. The pair (RA, RB) is said to convert colimits into coequalisers if,
for all objects X = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) ∈ (X ,Y)T, the diagrams
RALARALAX
RALAρ
X
//
RAε
ALAX //
RALAX
RAd
AX // RADX
and
RBLBRBLBY
RBLBρ
Y
//
RBε
BLBY //
RBLBY
RBd
BX // RBDX
are coequalisers in X and Y respectively.
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Lemma 3.6.6. The functor D is fully faithful if and only if the pair (RA, RB) converts
colimits into coequalisers.
Proof. For all objectsX = ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY ), v, w) ∈ (X ,Y)T, consider the following
diagram
RALARALAX
RALAρ
X
//
RAε
ALAX //
RALAX
RAd
AX &&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
ρX // X
RADX.
Since the multiplication in monad RALA is given by RAε
ALA, the top row is a co-
equaliser; see [1, Proposition 4, Section 3.3]. Thus there exists a morphism X →
RADX, which, by its uniqueness, must coincide with η
AX. By considering a similar
diagram for the other adjoint pair, one fits into it the other component of the unit of
adjunction, ηBX. If (RA, RB) converts colimits into coequalisers, then (by the unique-
ness of coequalisers) both ηAX and ηBX are isomorphisms. Hence, by Lemma 3.6.1,
η is an isomorphism, i.e. D is fully faithful. Conversely, if η is an isomorphism, then
both (RADX, RAd
AX) and (RBDX, RBd
BX) are (isomorphic to) coequalisers, i.e.
the pair (RA, RB) converts colimits into coequalisers. ⊔⊓
The main result of this section is contained in the following precise moritability
theorem (Beck’s theorem for double adjunctions). For this theorem the existence of
colimits of diagrams (16) needs not to be assumed a priori.
Theorem 3.6.7. Let Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) be a double adjunction. Then the
pair (RA, RB) is moritable if and only if Z has colimits of all the diagrams (16) and
the pair (RA, RB) reflects isomorphisms and converts colimits into coequalisers.
Proof. Assume that K is an equivalence of categories. Consider a diagram of
the form (16) in Z. We can choose X = KZ for some Z ∈ Z and we know that
(Z, εA, εB) is a cocone for this diagram. Now apply the functor K to diagram (16),
then we claim that (KZ,KεA, KεB) is a colimit for the new diagram in (X ,Y)T.
To check this, consider any cocone (H, (fA, gA), (fB, gB)) on the diagram. Define
(h, k) : KZ → H by putting h = fA ◦ ηARAZ and k = g
B ◦ ηBRBZ. One can verify
that (h, k) is indeed a morphism in (X ,Y)T (apply the fact that H is a cocone and
that (fA, gA) and (fB, gB) are morphisms in (X ,Y)T, together with the adjunction
properties of (LA, RA) and (LB, RB)). Since K is an equivalence of categories, it
reflects colimits and therefore (Z, εA, εB) is the colimit of the original diagram (16) in
Z. Furthermore, (RA, RB) reflects isomorphisms by Proposition 3.6.2 and it converts
colimits into coequalisers by Lemma 3.6.6.
In the converse direction, the counit η is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.6.6. Applying
RA to the first column of the cocone defining εZ we obtain the following diagram
RALARALARAZ
RALARAε
AZ

RAε
ALARAZ

RALARALARAZ
RALARAε
AZ

RAε
ALARAZ

RALARAZ
RAε
AZ

RALARAZ
RAd
AKZ

RAZ RADKZ.
RAεZoo
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The first column is a (contractible) coequaliser, the second is a coequaliser by the
assumption that (RA, RB) converts colimits into coequalisers. Thus RAεZ is an iso-
morphism. Similarly, RBεZ is an isomorphism. Since the pair (RA, RB) reflects
isomorphisms, also εZ is an isomorphism in Z. ⊔⊓
4. Morita theory
In this section we study when, given a Morita context T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) on X
and Y , the bialgebra functors T and T̂ induce an equivalence of categories between the
categories XA and YB. In particular, we prove that if X and Y have coequalisers and
UA and UB preserve coequalisers, then any equivalence between two categories X
A
and YB of algebras of monads A and B is induced by a Morita context in Mor(X ,Y).
4.1. Preservation of coequalisers by algebras. Consider a monadA = (A,mA, uA)
on a category X and a functor S : X → Y . A pair (S, σ) is called a right A-algebra
functor if (S, S, σ) is a Y-A bialgebra functor, where Y is the trivial monad on Y .
Thus (S, σ) is a right A-algebra functor if and only if σ : SA→ S is a natural trans-
formation such that σ ◦ SmA = σ ◦ σA and S = σ ◦ SuA. Similarly, one introduces
the notion of a left A-algebra functor. Note that if T = (T, λ, ρ) is an A-B bialgebra
functor, then (T, λ) is a left A-algebra functor and (T, ρ) is a right B-algebra functor.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let A = (A,mA, uA) be a monad on X and S = (S, σ) a right A-
algebra functor. Any coequaliser preserved by SA is also preserved by S. If (S ′, σ′)
is a left A-algebra functor, then any coequaliser preserved by AS ′ is also preserved by
S ′.
Proof. Consider a coequaliser
X
f //
g
// Y
z // Z
in X and assume that it is preserved by SA. Applying the functors S and SA to this
coequaliser, one obtains the following diagram in Y
SX
SuAX

Sf //
Sg
// SY
SuAY

Sz // SZ
SuAZ

SAX
σX
OO
SAf //
SAg
// SAY
σY
OO
SAz // SAZ .
σZ
OO
By assumption the lower row is a coequaliser. Suppose that there exists a pair (h,H),
where H is an object in Y and h : SY → H is a morphism in Y such that h ◦ Sf =
h ◦ Sg. Since σ is a natural transformation, h ◦ σY ◦ SAf = h ◦ σY ◦ SAg. By
the univeral property of the coequaliser (SAZ, SAz), there is a unique morphism
k′ : SAZ → H such that k′ ◦ SAz = h ◦ σY . This, together with the naturality of
uA and the unitality of the right A-algebra S imply that k′ ◦ SuAZ ◦ Sz = h. Then
k = k′ ◦ SuAZ : SZ → H is a unique morphsim such that h = k ◦ Sz.
The second statement is verified by a similar computation. ⊔⊓
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Lemma 4.1.2. Let f, g : X→ Y be morphisms in XA. Suppose that the coequaliser
(E, e) of (UA(f), UA(g)) exists in X . If AA preserves this coequaliser, then the co-
equaliser (E, ǫ) of the pair (f, g) exists in XA and UA(E, ǫ) = (E, e).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.1, A preserves the coequaliser (E, e). The universal property
of coequalisers implies the existence of a unique map ρE : AE → E such that ρE◦Ae =
e ◦ ρY and ρE ◦ uAE = E. Using the fact that the coequaliser (E, e) is preserved by
AA, one checks that ρE defines a (associative) left action of A on E, i.e. (E, ρE) is an
object of XA. ⊔⊓
The following standard lemma relates various preservation properties for coequalis-
ers. We include a brief proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.1.3. If X has (all) coequalisers, then the following statements are equiva-
lent:
(i) A : X → X preserves coequalisers;
(ii) AA : X → X preserves coequalisers;
(iii) XA has (all) coequalisers and they are preserved by UA : X
A → X ;
(iv) UA : X
A → X preserves coequalisers.
Proof. Implications (i)⇒ (ii) and (iii)⇒ (iv) are obvious.
(ii)⇒ (iii). Follows by Lemma 4.1.2.
(iv)⇒ (i). The free algebra functor FA : X → X
A preserves coequalisers, since
it is a left adjoint functor. By assumption UA preserves coequalisers as well and
A = UAFA, so the statement (i) follows. ⊔⊓
4.2. Morita contexts and equivalences of categories of algebras. Let B =
(B,mB, uB) be a monad on Y and let (T : Y → X , ρ) be a right B-algebra functor.
For any (Y, ρY ) in YB, let (TBY, τY ) be the following coequaliser in X (if it exists)
(19) TBY
ρY //
TρY
// TY
τY // TBY.
Similarly, given a monad A = (A,mA, uA) on X and a right A-algebra functor (T̂ :
X → Y , ρˆ), consider an object (X, ρX) in XA, and set (T̂AX, τˆX) to be the following
coequaliser in Y (if it exists)
(20) T̂AX
ρˆX //
bTρX
// T̂X
τˆX // T̂AX.
Finally, recall that for any B-algebra (Y, ρY ), the following diagram is a contractible
coequaliser in Y and a (usual) coequaliser in YB,
(21) BBY
mBY //
BρY
// BY
ρY // Y.
As in Section 2.1, the free–forgetful adjunctions for A and B are denoted by (FA, UA),
(FB, UB), respectively. The counits are denoted by ε¯
A, ε¯B. We are now ready to state
the following lifting theorem.
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Proposition 4.2.1. Let A be a monad on X and B a monad on Y. There is a
bijective correspondence between the following data:
(i) A-B bialgebra functors T, such that coequalisers of the form (19) exist in X for
any Y ∈ Y, and they are preserved by AA;
(ii) functors TB : Y
B → XA such that AAUATB : Y
B → X preserves coequalisers of
the form (21) for all (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB.
Let T be a bialgebra functor as in (i) and TB the corresponding functor of (ii), then
given a functor P : X → W, the functor P preserves coequalisers of the form (19) if
and only if the functor PUATB : Y
B →W preserves coequalisers of the form (21).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Given a B-algebra (Y, ρY ), define TBY by (19). Then it follows
by Lemma 4.1.2 that there is a morphism ρTBY : ATBY → TBY such that (TBY, ρ
TBY )
is an object in XA. For a morphism f : Y → Y ′ in YB, the universality of the
coequaliser induces a morphism TBf : TBY → TBY
′ such that TBf ◦ τY = τY
′ ◦ Tf .
To check that TBf is a morphism in X
A, one can proceed as follows. By Lemma 4.1.1,
A preserves coequalisers of the form (19), so in particular, AτY is an epimorphism.
Therefore, it is enough to verify that TBf ◦ ρ
TBY ◦ AτY = ρTBY
′
◦ ATBf ◦ AτY ,
which follows from the defining properties of ρTBY , ρTBY
′
and TBf , combined with the
naturality of the right action ρ of T . Thus there is a well-defined functor TB : Y
B →
XA. Consider now a functor P : X → W which preserves all the coequalisers of the
form (19). For any (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB, construct the following diagram in X
PTBBBY
PTBmBY //
PTBBρY
//
PTmBBY

PρBBY

PTBBY
PTBρY //
PTmBY

PρBY

PTBY
PTρY

PρY

PTBBY
PTmBY //
PTBρY
//
PτBBY

PTBY
PTρY //
PτBY

PTY
PτY

PUATBBBY
PTBm
BY //
PTBBρ
Y
// PUATBBY
PTBρ
Y
// PUATBY .
The first and second rows of this diagram are coequalisers, as they are obtained by
applying functors to the contractible coequaliser (21). All three columns are coequalis-
ers, since they are coequalisers of type (19) to which the functor P is applied. The
diagram chasing arguments then yield that the lower row is a coequaliser too. The
first part of the proof is then completed by setting P = AA.
(ii)⇒ (i). Define T = UATBFB, and natural transformations ρ = UATB ε¯
BFB =
UATBm
B : TB → T and λ = UAε¯
ATBFB : AT → T . Then (T, λ, ρ) is an A-
B bialgebra functor. Note that UATB is also a left A-algebra functor with action
UAε¯
ATB. Lemma 4.1.1 implies that UATB preserves the coequaliser (21). This means
that, for any Y = (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB, the following diagram is a coequaliser in X
(22) UATBFBBY
UATBm
BY //
UATBFBρ
Y
// UATBFBY
UATBρ
Y
// UATBY .
This diagram is exactly the coequaliser (19) in this situation. Applying the functor
AA (resp. any functor P : X → W) to the coequaliser (22) yields the same result
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as applying the functor AAUATB (resp. PUATB) to (21). Therefore, the functor AA
(resp. P ) preserves coequalisers (19). ⊔⊓
In the following the notation introduced in Proposition 4.2.1 is used. For an A-
B bialgebra functor T, TB denotes the functor defined by coequalisers (19), and
T = UATBFB.
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that the coequalisers of the form (19) and (20) exist and they
are preserved by AA, T̂A and by BB respectively, then the functor T̂A : X
A → YB
preserves coequalisers of the form (19).
Proof. Note that the functor T̂A is well-defined by (the dual version of) Proposi-
tion 4.2.1. We can now consider the following diagram in Y :
(23) T̂ATBY
bTAρY //
bTATρY
//
ρˆTBY

bTλBY

T̂ATY
bTAτY //
ρˆTY

bTλY

T̂ATBY
ρˆTBY

bTρTBY

T̂ TBY
bTρY //
bTTρY
//
τˆTBY

T̂ TY
bTτY //
τˆTY

T̂ TBY
τˆTBY

T̂ATBY
bTAρY //
bTAρ
Y
// T̂ATY
bTAτY // T̂ATBY .
By assumption, the first row is a coequaliser; by Lemma 4.1.1, the second row is a
coequaliser too. All three columns are coequalisers by definition. Therefore, the lower
row is an equaliser as well. If we apply the functor BB to this diagram, the same
reasoning yields that BB preserves the equaliser in the lower row of (23), therefore it
is an equaliser in YB by Lemma 4.1.2. ⊔⊓
Recall that a wide Morita context (F,G, µ, τ) between categories C andD, consists of
two functors F : C → D and G : D → C, and two natural transformations µ : GF → C
and τ : FG → D, satisfying Fµ = τF and µG = Gτ . In [5], left (resp. right) wide
Morita contexts are studied. In this setting, C and D are abelian (or Grothendieck)
categories and F andG are left (resp. right) exact functors. Left and right wide Morita
contexts are used to characterise equivalences between the categories C and D. In the
remainder of this section we study wide Morita contexts between categories of algebras
over monads. This allows us to weaken the assumptions made in [5]. Moreover, we
study the relationship between wide Morita contexts and Morita contexts.
Consider monads A on X and B on Y . A pair of functors T̂A : X
A → YB and
TB : Y
B → XA is said to be algebraic if the functors AAUATB and UBT̂AAAUATB
preserve coequalisers of the form (21) for all (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB, and the functors BBUBT̂A
and UATBBBUBT̂A preserve coequalisers of the form
(24) AAX
mAX //
AρX
// AX
ρX // X ,
for all (X, ρX) ∈ XA. By an algebraic wide Morita context we mean a wide Morita
context (TB, T̂A, ωˆ, ω) between categories of algebras Y
B and XA, such that the func-
tors TB and T̂A form an algebraic pair of functors.
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Remark 4.2.3. If the forgetful functors UB and UA preserve coequalisers and the cat-
egories YB and XA have all coequalisers (e.g. YB and XA are abelian categories, as
in [5]) or equivalently the categories Y and X have all coequalisers, see Lemma 4.1.3,
then the situation simplifies significantly. In this case, for any bialgebra functors T
and T̂, all coequalisers of the form (19) and (20) exist and, by Lemma 4.1.3, are
preserved by AA and BB respectively. Furthermore, in this situation, (TB, T̂A) is an
algebraic pair if and only if the functors TB and T̂A preserve coequalisers (of the form
(21) and (24) respectively). In particular, it is an adjoint algebraic pair if T̂A preserves
coequalisers (as any left adjoint preserves all coequalisers). Also, if YB and XA are
abelian, then a right wide Morita context between YB and XA is always algebraic.
Theorem 4.2.4. Let A be a monad on X and B a monad on Y. There is a bijective
correspondence between the following data:
(i) Morita contexts T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) on X and Y, such that all coequalisers
of the form (19) and (20) exist, and they are preserved by AA, T̂A and BB, TB
respectively;
(ii) functors TB : Y
B → XA and T̂A : X
A → YB, and natural transformations
ωˆ : T̂ATB → Y
B and ω : TBT̂A → X
A such that (TB, T̂A, ωˆ, ω) is an algebraic
wide Morita context between YB and XA.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). The existence of the functors T̂A and TB, forming an algebraic
pair, follows from Proposition 4.2.1. Moreover, in light of Lemma 4.2.2, T̂A preserves
coequalisers of the form (19) and TB preserves coequalisers of the form (20). Consider
again diagram (23) in which now all the rows and columns are coequalisers. The
natural transformation êv induces a map ρY ◦ êvY : T̂ TY → Y that equalises both
the horizontal and vertical arrows. A diagram chasing argument affirms the existence
of a map ωˆY : T̂ATBY → Y . The naturality of êv implies that ωˆ is a natural
transformation as well.
Similarly, one defines ω : TBT̂A → X
A. To check that the compatibility conditions
between ωˆ and ω hold, one starts with objects TBT̂ATBY and T̂ATBT̂AX and
constructs coequaliser diagrams resulting in TBT̂ATBY and T̂ATBT̂AX , respectively.
The compatibility conditions between ev and êv (diagrams (6)-(7)), as well as the
facts that they are bialgebra morphisms and that T and T̂ are bialgebra functors,
induce the needed compatibility conditions for ωˆ and ω.
(ii)⇒ (i). By Proposition 4.2.1 there exist bialgebra functors T and T̂, where
T = UATBFB and T̂ = UBT̂AFA, such that all coequalisers of the form (19) and (20)
exist, and they are preserved by AA, T̂A and BB, TB respectively. Define
ev : T T̂ = UATBFBUBT̂AFA
UATB ε¯
B bTAFA // UATBT̂AFA
UAωFA // UAFA = A ,
êv : T̂ T = UBT̂AFAUATBFB
UB bTA ε¯
ATBFB // UBT̂ATBFB
UB ωˆFB // UBFB = B ,
where ε¯B and ε¯A are the counits of the adjunctions (FB, UB) and (FA, UA). Then
(A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) is a Morita context. ⊔⊓
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Consider a Morita context (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) on X and Y . Suppose that the
coequalisers of the form (19) and (20) exist and are preserved by AA, T̂A and BB,
TB respectively. Because ev and êv are respectively B and A-balanced, the universal
property of the coequaliser implies the existence of natural transformations π : TBT̂ →
A and πˆ : T̂AT → B such that, for all objects X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y ,
evX = πX ◦ τ T̂X and êvY = πˆY ◦ τˆTY.
Since the coequalisers (19) and (20) are preserved by T̂A and TB, respectively (see
Proposition 4.2.1), for all objects (X, ρX) ∈ XA, (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB,
(25) ρX ◦ πX = ωX ◦ TB τˆX and ρ
Y ◦ πˆY = ωˆY ◦ T̂AτY,
where ω : TBT̂A → X
A and ωˆ : T̂ATB → Y
B are defined in Theorem 4.2.4. With this
notation, we have the following
Theorem 4.2.5. Let A be a monad on X and B a monad on Y.
(1) There is a bijective correspondence between the following data:
(i) pairs of adjoint functors (TB : Y
B → XA, T̂A : X
A → YB) such that
(TB, T̂A) is an algebraic pair and TB is fully faithful;
(ii) algebraic wide Morita contexts (TB, T̂A, ω, ωˆ) such that ωˆ is a natural
isomorphism;
(iii) Morita contexts (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) such that all coequalisers of the form
(19) and (20) exist and are preserved by AA, T̂A and BB, TB, respec-
tively, and there exists a natural transformation χˆ : Y → T̂AT such that
πˆ ◦ χˆ = uB.
(2) There is a bijective correspondence between the following data:
(i) inverse pairs of equivalences (TB : Y
B → XA, T̂A : X
A → YB) such that
(TB, T̂A) is an algebraic pair;
(ii) algebraic wide Morita contexts (TB, T̂A, ω, ωˆ), such that ωˆ and ω are nat-
ural isomorphisms;
(iii) Morita contexts (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) such that all coequalisers of the form
(19) and (20) exist and are preserved by AA, T̂A and BB, TB re-
spectively, and there exist natural transformations χˆ : Y → T̂AT and
χ : X → TBT̂ such that πˆ ◦ χˆ = u
B and π ◦ χ = uA.
Proof. We only prove part (1), as (2) follows by combining (1) with its X -Y
symmetric version.
(ii)⇔ (i). Let (TB, T̂A, ω, ωˆ) be an algebraic wide Morita context and let ˆ̟ denote
the inverse natural transformation of ωˆ. For any X ∈ XA,
T̂AωX ◦ ˆ̟ T̂AX = ωˆT̂AX ◦ ˆ̟ T̂AX = T̂AX.
The first equality is the compatibility condition between ω and ωˆ in the wide Morita
context (see Theorem 4.2.4). Similarly, TBωˆY ◦ ˆ̟ TBY = TBωY ◦ TB ˆ̟Y = TBY, for
all Y ∈ YB. Hence (T̂A, TB) is an adjoint pair with unit ˆ̟ and counit ω. TB is fully
faithful since the unit of adjunction is a natural isomorphism. Conversely, if (T̂A, TB)
is an algebraic adjoint pair and TB is fully faithful, then similar computation confirms
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that (TB, T̂A, ω, ωˆ) is an algebraic wide Morita context, where ω is the counit and ωˆ
is the inverse of the unit of the adjunction.
(ii)⇔ (iii). Assume first that the statement (iii) holds. In light of Theorem 4.2.4
suffices it to construct the natural inverse ˆ̟ : YB → T̂ATB of ωˆ. For any algebra
Y = (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB, set ˆ̟ Y = T̂AτY ◦ χˆY . The naturality of ˆ̟ follows by the
preservation of coequalisers by T̂A and TB (see diagram (23)). Take any (Y, ρ
Y ) ∈ YB
and compute
ωˆY ◦ ˆ̟ Y = ωˆY ◦ T̂AτY ◦ χˆY = ρ
Y ◦ πˆY ◦ χˆY = ρY ◦ uBY = Y.
The second equality follows by (25). Furthermore, for any (Y, ρY ) ∈ YB,
ˆ̟ Y ◦ ωˆY ◦ T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY = T̂AτY ◦ χˆY ◦ ρ
Y ◦ πˆY ◦ τˆTY
= T̂AτY ◦ χˆY ◦ ρ
Y ◦ êvY
= T̂AτY ◦ T̂ATρ
Y ◦ χˆBY ◦ êvY
= T̂AτY ◦ T̂AρY ◦ T̂AT êvY ◦ χˆT̂TY
= T̂AτY ◦ T̂AλY ◦ T̂AevTY ◦ χˆT̂ TY.
The first two equalities follow by the definitions of ˆ̟ and πˆ, and by(25). The third
step is a consequence of the naturality of χˆ. The equalising property of the maps T̂ τY
and τˆTY , as well as the equivalent expressions for the Godement product are used in
the fourth step. The final equality follows by the first of diagrams (6) that express
compatibility between ev and êv in the Morita context. On the other hand,
T̂AλY ◦ T̂AevTY ◦ τˆT T̂TY = τˆTY ◦ T̂ λY ◦ T̂ evTY = τˆTY ◦ ρˆTY ◦ T̂ evTY
= τˆTY ◦ λˆTY ◦ êvT̂ TY = τˆTY ◦ λˆTY ◦ πˆT̂ TY ◦ τˆT T̂ TY ,
where the first equality follows by the naturality of τˆ , the second is the equalising
property of τˆTY (recall from Section 2.3 that ρTY = λY ), the third equality follows
by the second of diagrams (6). The final equality is the defining property of πˆY . Since
τˆT T̂TY is an epimorphism, we conclude that T̂AλY ◦ T̂AevTY = τˆTY ◦ λˆTY ◦ πˆT̂ TY ,
so
ˆ̟ Y ◦ ωˆY ◦ T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY = T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY ◦ λˆTY ◦ πˆT̂ TY ◦ χˆT̂ TY
= T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY ◦ λˆTY ◦ u
BT̂ TY = T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY .
Since T̂AτY ◦ τˆTY is an epimorphism, ˆ̟ ◦ ωˆ is the identity natural transformation on
T̂ATB, and hence ωˆ is a natural isomorphism with inverse ˆ̟ .
In the converse direction, apply Theorem 4.2.4 to obtain a Morita context. Let
ˆ̟ : YB → T̂ATB be the inverse of ωˆ and put χˆ = ˆ̟ ◦ u
B. It follows from naturality
that χˆ satisfies the required conditions. ⊔⊓
Remark 4.2.6. A sufficient condition for the existence of a natural transformation
χˆ as in part (1)(iii) of Theorem 4.2.5 is the existence of a natural transformation
v̂e : Y → T̂ T such that êv◦v̂e = uB. In the case of a ring-theoretic Morita context (see
Remark 2.3.1) this condition expresses exactly that the Morita map êv is surjective.
Remark 4.2.7. In case the forgetful functors UA and UB preserve coequalisers and
XA and YB (or equivalently X and Y) have all coequalisers, Theorem 4.2.5 has the
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following slightly stronger formulation, which follows directly from the observations
made in Remark 4.2.3.
There is a bijective correspondence between the following data:
(i) pairs of adjoint functors (resp. equivalences of categories) (TB : Y
B → XA, T̂A :
XA → YB) such that T̂A preserves coequalisers;
(ii) right wide Morita contexts (TB, T̂A, ω, ωˆ) such that ωˆ is a natural isomorphism
(resp. ωˆ and ω are natural isomorphisms);
(iii) Morita contexts (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) such that T̂ and T preserve coequalisers and
there exist a natural transformation χˆ : Y → T̂AT such that πˆ ◦ χˆ = u
B (resp.
there exists as well a natural transformation χ : X → TBT̂ such that π◦χ = u
A).
5. Examples and applications
In this section we apply the criterion for moritability to specific situations of one
adjunction, ring-theoretic Morita contexts, and herds and pre-torsors.
5.1. Blowing up one adjunction. Consider an adjunction (L : X → Z, R : Z →
X ) with unit η and counit ε. Let C = (LR,LηR, ε) be the associated comonad on
Z and A = (RL,RεL, η) the associated monad on X ; see Section 2.1. Associated
to the Eilenberg-Moore category of C-coalgebras ZC, there is a second adjunction
(UC : ZC → Z, F
C : Z → ZC) with unit ν and counit ζ , and hence there is an object
(Z, (L,R), (UC , FC)) in the category Adj(X ,ZC). The adjunction (U
C , FC) induces a
monad B = (FCUC , FCζUC , ν) = (LR,LRε, ν) on ZC. Therefore, there is a Morita
context
(26) T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev = RεL, êv = LRε),
where T = R and T̂ = LRL, and the corresponding Eilenberg-Moore category
(X ,ZC)
T can be constructed. This leads to the following diagram of functors.
X
L
@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
@@
bT

FA //
XA
UA
oo
Λ

H
{{vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
vv
v
Z
R
__@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
FC
 








K //
KA
33
KB
**
(X ,ZC)
T
VA
;;vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
VB
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
ZC
UC
??
T
OO
FB //
(ZC)
B
UB
oo
The adjunctions (FA, UA) and (FB, UB) are the usual free algebra–forgetful adjunc-
tions associated to a monad (see Section 2.1). The category (ZC)
B is the category of
dual descent data and consists of triples (Y, ρY , τY ), where (Y, ρY : Y → LRY ) is an
object in ZC, and τ
Y : LRY → Y is a morphism in ZC that satisfies the following con-
ditions τY ◦ρY = Y and τY ◦LRτY = τY ◦LRεY . Finally, the functor Λ : XA → (ZC)
B
is defined as follows: for all objects (X, ρX) in XA, set Λ(X, ρX) := (LX,LηX,LρX).
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Here VA and VB denote the obvious forgetful functors. The functor H can now be
defined as follows:
H(X, ρX) = ((X, ρX),Λ(X, ρX), ρX , LρX).
Lemma 5.1.1. (H, VA) is a pair of adjoint functors, and H is fully faithful. Fur-
thermore, there is a natural transformation γ : ΛVA → VB, for all objects X =
((X, ρX), (Y, ρY , τY ), v, w) in (X ,ZC)
T, given by γX = w ◦ LηX : LX → Y .
Proof. We construct the unit α and the counit β of this adjunction. Take an object
(X, ρX) in XA and define αX : (X, ρX) → (X, ρX) as the identity. For all objects
X ∈ (X ,ZC)
T, define
βX = (fX, gX) : HVA(X) → X,
((X, ρX), (LX,LηX,LρX), LρX , ρX) → ((X, ρX), (Y, ρY , τY ), v, w),
fX = X : X → X, gX = w ◦ LηX : LX → Y .
Combining naturality and the adjunction properties of the unit η and counit ε with the
diagrams (12)− (13), one can check that f and g are indeed morphisms in (X ,ZC)
T.
Now define γ by putting γX = gX, for all X ∈ (X ,ZC)
T. ⊔⊓
Proposition 5.1.2. With notation as above, K is an equivalence of categories if and
only if KA is an equivalence of categories and γ : ΛVA → VB is a natural isomorphism.
Proof. Assume thatK is an equivalence. Up to an isomorphism, anyX ∈ (X ,ZC)
T
has the form X = KZ, for some Z ∈ Z, i.e.
X = ((RZ,RεZ), (LRZ,LηRZ, LRεZ), RεZ, LRεZ).
The natural transformation γ : LVA → VB described in Lemma 5.1.1 comes out as
γX : LRZ
LηRZ // LRLRZ
LRεZ // LRZ .
Since (L,R) is an adjoint pair, γX is an isomorphism. By the construction of the
comparison functor in Section 3.5, KB = VBK and KA = VAK. Denote the inverse
functor of K by D. In view of Proposition 3.6.4, for an object X in (X ,ZC)
T, DX is
the following colimit in Z,
LRLX
εLX

LρX

w
''
LRY
Lv
ss
εY

τY

LX
dAX
((QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ Y
dBX
vvmmm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
m
DX .
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Since γ is a natural isomorphism, this colimit reduces to (each) one of the following
isomorphic coequalisers
LRLX
εLX

LρX

LRγX // LRY
εY

τY

LX
γX //

Y

DAX
∼= // DBY .
Therefore, there are functors DA : X
A → Z and DB : (ZC)
B → Z such that D ≃
DAVA ≃ DBVB and DA ≃ DH . These yield natural isomorphisms
DAKA ≃ DAVAK ≃ DK ≃ Z,(27)
XA ≃ VAH ≃ VAKDH ≃ KADA .(28)
The fact that K is an equivalence of categories is used in the last isomorphism of
(27) and in the second isomorphism of (28). The first isomorphism of (28) follows
by Lemma 5.1.1. These natural isomorphisms are exactly the unit and counit of the
adjunction (DA, KA), hence KA is an equivalence of categories.
Conversely, if γ is a natural isomorphism, then, in light of its construction in the
proof of Lemma 5.1.1, the counit of the adjunction (H, VA) is a natural isomorphism,
hence VA is an equivalence of categories. Since K = VAKA, we infer that K is an
equivalence of categories as well. ⊔⊓
Next, we apply the results of Section 4 to the pair of monads described at the
beginning of this section. T of (26) is a Morita context between X and ZC. For any
(X, ρX) ∈ XA, the coequaliser (20) is a contractible coequaliser in ZC:
LRLRLX
LRεLX //
LRLρX
// LRLX
LρX //
LηRLX
ee LX.
LηX
dd
Hence the functor T̂A exists and, furthermore, T̂A = Λ. For any (Y, ρ
Y , τY ) ∈ (ZC)
B,
consider the following pair in X (or in XA)
(29) RLRY
RεY //
RτY
// RY .
Then RρY is a common right inverse for RεY and RτY . Furthermore, the following
is a contractible coequaliser in (ZC)
B
LRLRY
LRεY //
LRτY
// LRY
τY //
LηRY
dd Y .
ρY
cc
Hence, (29) is a reflexive L-contractible coequaliser pair. Thus if the coequaliser of
the pair (29) exists (in X ), it is exactly the coequaliser (19).
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Proposition 5.1.3. Consider the following statements.
(i) KB is an equivalence of categories;
(ii) X contains coequalisers of pairs (29) (i.e. reflexive L-contractible coequaliser
pairs) and AA preserves them;
(iii) The Morita context T of (26) induces an equivalence of categories XA and
(ZC)
B.
Then (i) implies (ii) implies (iii).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Since KB is an equivalence, up to an isomorphism, objects in
(ZC)
B are of the form KB(Z) = (LRZ,LηRZ, LRεZ) for some Z ∈ Z. Consequently
the pair (29) results in the following contractible coequaliser in ZC
RLRLRZ
RεLRZ //
RLRεZ
// RLRZ
RεZ //
ηRLRZ
ee RZ .
ηRZ
dd
(ii)⇒ (iii). This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.5 and the above observations.
⊔⊓
Corollary 5.1.4. KB is an equivalence if and only if KA is an equivalence and con-
diton (ii) of Proposition 5.1.3 holds.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.1.3 and the equality KB = ΛKA(= T̂AKA).
⊔⊓
Remark 5.1.5. Proposition 5.1.3 and Corollary 5.1.4 provide an alternative proof of
(the dual version of) [8, Theorem 2.19, Theorem 2.20].
5.2. Morita theory for rings. In ring and module theory, a Morita context is a
sextuple (A,B,M,N, σ, σˆ), where A and B are rings, M is an A-B bimodule, N is a
B-A bimodule, σ : M ⊗B N → A is an A-A bimodule map, and σˆ : N ⊗A M → B is
a B-B bimodule map rendering commutative the following diagrams
(30)
M ⊗B N ⊗A M
σ⊗AM //
M⊗Bσˆ

A⊗A M

M ⊗B B // M,
N ⊗A M ⊗B N
σˆ⊗BN //
N⊗Aσ

B ⊗B N

N ⊗A A // N.
The unmarked arrows are canonical isomorphisms (induced by actions). With every
Morita context one associates a matrix-type Morita ring
Q =
(
A M
N B
)
:= {
(
a m
n b
)
| a ∈ A, b ∈ B,m ∈M,n ∈ N},
with the product given by(
a m
n b
)(
a′ m′
n′ b′
)
=
(
aa′ + σ(m⊗A n
′) am′ +mb′
na′ + bn′ bb′ + σˆ(n⊗B m
′)
)
.
Since Q has two orthogonal idempotents summing up to the identity, its left mod-
ules split into direct sums. More precisely, left Q-modules correspond to quadruples
(X, Y, v¯, w¯), where X is a left A-module, Y is a left B-module, v¯ : M ⊗B Y → X is
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a left A-module map and w¯ : N ⊗A X → Y is a left B-module map such that the
following diagrams
(31) M ⊗B N ⊗A X
σ⊗AX //
M⊗Bw¯

A⊗A X

M ⊗B Y
v¯ // X,
N ⊗A M ⊗B Y
σˆ⊗BY //
N⊗Av¯

B ⊗B Y

N ⊗A X
w¯ // Y,
commute. The left action of Q on X ⊕ Y is given by(
a m
n b
)(
x
y
)
=
(
ax+ v¯(m⊗B y)
by + w¯(n⊗A x)
)
.
Take abelian groups (Z-modules) A and B. The associated tensor functors A⊗ =
A ⊗ − : Ab → Ab, B⊗ = B ⊗ − : Ab → Ab are monads on the category of abelian
groups if and only if A and B are rings. Furthermore AbA
⊗
= AM (the category of
left A-modules) and AbB
⊗
= BM. Take abelian groupsM and N . The tensor functor
T = M ⊗ − : Ab → Ab is an A⊗ (−)-B ⊗ (−) bialgebra if and only if M is an A-B
bimodule. The left action λ : A⊗T = A⊗M ⊗− →M ⊗− is, for all abelian groups
X , λX : λZ ⊗ X , where λZ : A ⊗M → M is a left action of A on M . Similarly,
the right action of B⊗ on T corresponds to a right action of B on M . Symmetrically,
T̂ = N ⊗ − is a B⊗-A⊗ bialgebra if and only if N is a B-A bimodule. Any A⊗-A⊗
bialgebra map ev : T T̂ =M ⊗N ⊗− → A⊗− = A⊗ is fully determined by its value
at Z by evX = evZ⊗X ; the map evZ :M ⊗N → A is an A-A bimodule map. If the
map ev is required to satisfy the second of the diagrams in (7), then the universality
of tensor products yields a unique A-bimodule map σ :M ⊗B N → A such that
evZ : M ⊗N // M ⊗B N
σ // A .
Conversely, any A-A bilinear map σ : M ⊗B N → A determines a B
⊗-balanced A⊗-
bialgebra natural map ev : T T̂ = M⊗N⊗− → A⊗− = A⊗. In a symmetric way there
is a bijective correspondence between A⊗-balanced B⊗-bialgebra maps êv : T̂ T → B⊗
and B-B bilinear maps σˆ : N ⊗A M → B. The natural transformations ev, êv
satisfy conditions (6) if and only if the corresponding maps σ, σˆ satisfy conditions
(30). These observations establish bijective correspondence (in fact, an isomorphism
of categories) between module theoretic Morita contexts (A,B,M,N, σ, σˆ) and objects
in Mor(A⊗−, B ⊗−).
Once an object T in Mor(A⊗−, B⊗−) is identified with a module-theoretic Morita
context (A,B,M,N, σ, σˆ) one can compute the corresponding Eilenberg-Moore cate-
gory (Ab,Ab)T. An object in (Ab,Ab)T consists of a left A-module X (an algebra of
the monad A⊗−) and a left B-module Y (an algebra of the monad B⊗−), and two
module maps v :M ⊗ Y → X and w : N ⊗X → Y . The commutativity of diagrams
(13) yields unique module maps v¯ : M ⊗B Y → X and w¯ : N ⊗A X → Y such that
the following diagrams
M ⊗ Y
v //
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
X
M ⊗B Y,
v¯
::uuuuuuuuuu
N ⊗X
w //
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
Y
N ⊗A X
w¯
::vvvvvvvvvv
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commute. Diagrams (12) for v and w are equivalent to diagrams (31) for v¯ and
w¯. This establishes an identification (isomorphism) of the Eilenberg-Moore category
(Ab,Ab)T with the category of left modules of the corresponding matrix Morita ring
Q.
With the interpretation of (Ab,Ab)T as left Q-modules QM, the functors UA⊗,
UB⊗ constructed in Section 3.3 are forgetful functors QM→ Ab, UA⊗(X ⊕ Y ) = X ,
UB⊗(X ⊕ Y ) = Y . The functors GA⊗ , GB⊗ send an abelian group X to its tensor
product with respective columns in Q. More precisely, GA⊗(X) = A ⊗ X ⊕ N ⊗ X
with the multiplication by Q,(
a m
n b
)(
a′ ⊗ x
n′ ⊗ y
)
=
(
aa′ ⊗ x+ σ(m⊗A n
′)⊗ y
na′ ⊗ x+ bn′ ⊗ y
)
,
while GB⊗(X) =M ⊗X ⊕ B ⊗X with the action of Q,(
a m
n b
)(
m′ ⊗ x
b′ ⊗ y
)
=
(
am′ ⊗ x+mb′ ⊗ y
σˆ(n⊗B m
′)⊗ x+ bb′ ⊗ y
)
,
for all m,m′ ∈M , n, n′ ∈ N , a, a′ ∈ A, b, b′ ∈ B and x, y ∈ X .
The construction presented in this section can be repeated with X chosen to be the
category kAM of left modules over a ring kA and Y the category of left modules over
a ring kB. All the functors A
⊗, B⊗, T , T̂ can be chosen as tensor functors with the
tensor product over respective rings kA or kB. For example, take a kA-kA bimodule
A and define A⊗ as a functor − ⊗kA A : kAM → kAM. A
⊗ is a monad if and only
if A is a kA-ring. Similarly choose B
⊗ = − ⊗kB B for a kB-ring B. Since modules
over a kA-ring A coincide with modules of the ring A, one can choose further an A-B
bimodule M and B-A bimodule N and proceed as above, taking care to decorate
suitably tensor products with kA and kB.
5.3. Categories with binary coproducts. The characterisation of the Eilenberg-
Moore category of a module-theoretic Morita context described in Section 5.2 can be
seen as a special case of the following situation. Assume that categories X and Y
have binary coproducts. Take a Morita context T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) on X and Y
which functors A, B, T and T̂ preserve (binary) coproducts. These data lead to the
following monad Q = (Q,m, u) on the product category X × Y . The functor Q is
defined as Q : (X, Y ) 7→ (AX + TY,BY + T̂X). The unit u of Q is the composite:
u(X, Y ) : (X, Y )
(uAX,uBY )
// (AX,BY ) // (AX + TY,BY + T̂X),
where the second morphism consists of the canonical injections AX → AX +TY and
BY → BY + T̂X . The multiplication, m(X, Y ),
(AAX+ATY +TBY +T T̂X,BBY +BT̂X+ T̂AX+ T̂ TY )→ (AX+TY,BY + T̂X),
combines multiplications in A (and B) with actions of monads on T (and T̂ ) and
with ev (and êv). That is AAX + T T̂X + ATY + TBY → AX + TY is given
as a sum (mA + ev)X + (λ + ρ)Y , where (mA + ev)X : AAX + T T̂X → AX and
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(λ+ ρ)Y : ATY + TBY → TY are the unique fillers in the diagrams
AAX + T T̂X
AAX
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
mAX ''NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
T T̂X,
ffNNNNNNNNNNN
evX
wwppp
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
AX
ATY + TBY
ATY
77ooooooooooo
λY ''OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
TBY
ggOOOOOOOOOOO
ρYwwooo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
TY.
The second component of m(X, Y ) is defined similarly. In this case, the Eilenberg-
Moore category for the Morita context T is isomorphic to the Eilenberg-Moore cate-
gory of algebras of the monad Q, i.e. (X ,Y)T ∼= (X × Y)Q.
Given a double adjunction Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)) ∈ Adj(X ,Y), in which also
Z has binary coproducts which are preserved by RA, RB, the functor 〈RA, RB〉 :
Z → X × Y , Z 7→ (RAZ,RBZ) has a left adjoint [LA, LB] : (X, Y ) 7→ LAX + LBY .
The monad defined by the adjunction [LA, LB] ⊣ 〈RA, RB〉 is simply the monad Q
corresponding to the Morita context Υ(Z) (see Section 3.1). In view of the above
identification of Eilenberg-Moore categories, the moritability of (RA, RB) is equivalent
to the monadicity of 〈RA, RB〉 and thus is decided by the classical Beck theorem.
5.4. Formal duals. As recalled in Section 2.3, given a monad A = (A,mA, uA) on
X and a monad B = (B,mB, uB) on Y a pair of formally dual bialgebras is a pair
of bialgebra functors T : Y → X , T̂ : X → Y equipped with natural bialgebra
transformations ev : T T̂ → A, êv : T̂ T → B that satisfy compatibility conditions
expressed by diagrams (6). In other words, a pair of formally dual bialgebra functors
is the same as an unbalanced Morita context. Morphisms between pairs of formally
dual bialgebras are quadruples consisting of two monad morphism and two bialgebra
morphisms which satisfy the same conditions as morphisms between Morita contexts.
This defines a category Dual(X ,Y) of which Mor(X ,Y) is a full subcategory. Thus the
functor Υ : Adj(X ,Y) → Mor(X ,Y) described in Section 3.1 extends to the functor
Adj(X ,Y)→ Dual(X ,Y).
5.5. Herds versus pretorsors. Following [4, Appendix], a herd functor is a pair of
formally dual bialgebra functors T = (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv) (i.e. an object of Dual(X ,Y))
together with a natural transformation γ : T → T T̂T rendering commutative the
following diagrams
(32) T
γ

TuB
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
uAT
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
TB AT ,
T T̂T
T bev
bbEEEEEEEEE evT
;;wwwwwwww
T
γ //
γ

T T̂T
T bTγ

T T̂T
γ bTT //
T T̂T T̂T .
The map γ is called a shepherd. A morphism between herds φ : (A,B,T, T̂, ev, êv, γ)→
(A′,B′,T′, T̂′, ev′, êv′, γ′) is a morphism φ = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4) in Dual(X ,Y) compatible
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with shepherds γ and γ′, i.e. whose third and fourth components make the following
diagram
(33) T
γ //
φ3

T T̂T
φ3φ4φ3

T ′
γ′
//
T ′T̂ ′T ′
commute, where φ3φ4φ3 = φ3T̂ ′T ′ ◦ Tφ4T ′ ◦ T T̂φ3 denotes the Godement product.
The category of herd functors between categories X and Y is denoted by Herd(X ,Y).
This category contains a full subcategory Herd(X ,Y) of balanced herds with objects
those herds, whose underlying formally dual pair is a Morita cotext (i.e. characterised
by the forgetful functor Herd(X ,Y)→ Mor(X ,Y)).
Following [3, Definition 4.1], a pre-torsor is an object Z = (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB))
of Adj(X ,Y) together with a natural transformation τ : RALB → RALBRBLARALB
rendering commutative the following diagrams
(34) RALB
τ

RALBη
B
uukkkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
kk
ηARALB
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
RALBRBLB RALARALB ,
RALBRBLARALB
RALBRBε
ALB
iiSSSSSSSSSSSSSS RAεBLARALB
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkk
(35) RALB
τ //
τ

RALBRBLARALB
RALBRBLAτ

RALBRBLARALB
τRBLARALB // RALBRBLARALBRBLARALB .
Amorphism from a pre-torsor (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB), τ) to (Z
′, (L′A, R
′
A), (L
′
B, R
′
B), τ
′)
is a morphism F in Adj(X ,Y) that is compatible with the structure maps τ and τ ′.
The compatibility condition is expressed as the equality
(36) (RAbRBaRAb) ◦ τ = τ
′ ◦RAb,
where a and b are defined by (1) and the shorthand notation for the Godement product
is used. The category of pre-torsors on categories X and Y is denoted by PreTor(X ,Y).
Even the most perfunctory comparison of diagrams (32) with (34)-(35) reveals that
the functor Υ applied to the double adjunction Z underlying a pre-torsor (Z, τ) yields
a (balanced) herd with a shepherd τ , i.e. (ΥZ, τ) is a herd. The definition of Υ on
morphisms immediately affirms that the condition (36) for F implies condition (33)
for ΥF . Thus Υ yields the functor
Υ : PreTor(X ,Y)→ Herd(X ,Y) ⊆ Herd(X ,Y), (Z, τ) 7→ (ΥZ, τ).
In the converse direction, the functor Γ constructed in Section 3.3 yields the functor
Γ : Herd(X ,Y)→ PreTor(X ,Y), (T, γ) 7→ (ΓT, γ).
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The key observation is that T = UAGB and T̂ = UBGA, hence the shepherd γ of
the herd T becomes the natural transformation τ for the corresponding pre-torsor
((X ,Y)T, (GA, UA), (GB, UB)); see the definition of UA, GA, UB, GB in Section 3.3.
As (implicitly) calculated in the proof of Proposition 3.5.2, the natural trasforma-
tions a and b corresponding to the comparison functor K : Z → (X ,Y)T are identity
maps, hence the condition (36) is trivially satisfied, so, for any pre-torsor, K is a
morphism of pre-torsors. Thus Proposition 3.5.2 and Corollary 3.5.3 immediately
imply
Corollary 5.5.1. (Γ,Υ) is an adjoint pair and Γ is a full and faithful functor. Fur-
thermore, (Γ,Υ) is a pair of inverse equivalences between categories of pre-torsors and
balanced herd functors if and only if, for all pre-torsors (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB), τ) ∈
PreTor(X ,Y), (RA, RB) is a moritable pair. In particular, if (Γ,Υ) is a pair of inverse
equivalences, then so is (Γ,Υ).
6. Remarks on dualisations and generalisations
6.1. Dualisations. There are various ways in which the categories studied in pre-
ceding sections and thus results described there can be (semi-)dualised.
One can define the category Adjo(X ,Y), whose objects are pentuples (or triples)
(Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), where Z is a category and (LA : X → Z, RA : Z → X ) and
(LB : Z → Y , RB : Y → Z) are adjunctions. Morphisms are defined in the natural
way.
The category Adjc(X ,Y) is defined by taking objects (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), where
Z is a category and (LA : Z → X , RA : X → Z) and (LB : Y → Z, RB : Z → Y) are
adjunctions.
Finally, the category Adjo,c(X ,Y) has objects (Z, (LA, RA), (LB, RB)), where Z is
a category and (LA : Z → X , RA : X → Z) and (LB : Z → Y , RB : Y → Z) are
adjunctions.
On the other hand, one can consider the category of Morita-Takeuchi contexts,
whose objects are sextuples (C,D,P, P̂, cov, cov) consisting of two comonads, two
bicoalgebra functors, and two bicolinear cobalanced natural transformations satisfying
compatibility conditions dual to those in Section 2.3. Also, one can consider an
intermediate version, where the first two objects in the sextuple are a monad and a
comonad respectively.
By (semi-)dualising the results of the previous sections, functors between the re-
spective categories with pairs of adjunctions and the respective categories of contexts
can be constructed. Appropriate Eilenberg-Moore categories for various contexts can
be defined thus yielding a converse construction and leading to the definition of a
comparison functor in each case, and to the solution of the corresponding moritability
problem.
6.2. Bicategories. Adjoint pairs, Morita and Takeuchi contexts have a natural for-
mulation within the framework of bicategories; see, for example, the bicategorical
formulation of wide Morita contexts in [7]. We believe that our work can, taking
into account the needed (computational) care but without any conceptual problems,
be transferred to this (more general) setting. However, we preferred to formulate
the results of this paper in the present way, as this presentation might be clearer,
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more accessible and we believe that even in this generality it covers already enough
interestering examples and applications.
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